UCPath
Benefits and Efficiencies

Learn more about what changes after UCPath gets implemented.

1. CONSISTENCY & GROWTH
UCPath replaces a nearly 40 year-old system, will provide consistency, and support growth across all of the University of California campuses.

2. AUTOMATION & SYSTEMATIC PROCESSES
Automation that lessens errors and reduces correction activities. Processes will be done more systematically, including an automated approval process.

3. GREATER EFFICIENCY & STANDARDIZATION
Some calculations that are currently done manually will be calculated by the system, providing increased efficiency.

Greater consistency and standardization of practices and processes across UCs.

4. ONE CENTRAL LOCATION
All information related to employees pay and benefits in the same place, consistent across all campuses.

5. ENHANCED EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
Upgraded self-service portal, and streamlined inter-location transfer process.
Dedicated shared service center will process routine transactions for all UC locations.